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LibreOffice: All the best extensions for the free Word alternative [2]

As well as just built-in features, however, LibreOffice also offers access to an extensive
library of useful extensions, add-ons, and plugins that offer even more functionality to
LibreOffice users. That is what we are here for today. In this article, we are going to walk you
through the best extensions for LibreOffice that will help you be more productive and how you
manage them using the extension manager. Whether you?re working from home or heading
into the office, this guide will help make your life easier.

Tracker 2.99.1 and miners released [3]

Sometime this week (or last, depending how you count), Tracker 2.99.1 was released. Sam has
been doing a fantastic series of blog posts documenting the progress. With my blogging
frequency I?m far from stealing his thunder , I will still add some retrospect here to highlight
how important of a milestone this is.

Kid3 Tag Editor 3.8.3 Released, How to Install in Ubuntu 20.04 [4]

Kid3 audio tag editor released new version 3.8.3 today. Here?s how to install it in Ubuntu
20.04, Ubuntu 19.10, Ubuntu 18.04, and Ubuntu 16.04.
Kid3 3.8.3 comes with new keyboard shortcuts to navigate between the file and tag sections, 2
new scripts to apply English title capitalization to tags and transliterate ID3v1 tags to ASCII.

Xdman [5]

There is a new tool available for Sparkers: Xdman.

VLC is Bloated | Use These Video Players Instead [6]

I have used VLC for 10+ years and it is time to change to something better.

Why I Don't Like VLC [7]
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